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Abstract
Wepropose a methodto model agents’ schedules aiming to resolve conflicts betweenagents basedon the defeasible reasoning by VALPSN(Vector
Annotated Logic
Programwith Strong Negation). In the method, first,
agents’ schedules are defined by Billington’s defensible theories. The defensible theories are translated
into VALPSNsas the next step and the VALPSNs’
stable models are computedaa the last step. Wedescribe howto transl~te the Billlngton’s defensible theories into VALPSNs
and howto proceed the negotiation
to resolve conflicts betweena meeting coordinator and
agents taking an appointment schedule problem as an
example.

Abe 1999), it has been shownthat a Billington’s defeasible logic can be translated into VALPSN
to show that
VALPSN
can be a semantics for the defensible logic and
deal with defeasible reasoning.
In this paper, we propose a conflict resolving method
between agents by the defensible reasoning based on
VALPSNand its stable models. That is to say, it
is shown that agent models are defined by VALPSNs
and the semantics of the VALPSNs
is given by the stable models. Wetake conflict resolving between agents
in an appointment scheduling problem as an example.
There is a coordinator who arranges each agent’s schedule to resolve conflicts in the example. The following
four steps are iteratively performed in order to resolve
conflicts :

Introduction

Step 1 each agent’s schedule is defined by a defensible
theory,

and Motivation

Annotated logics are a family of paraconsistent logics, which are appropriate for dealing with inconsistency or conflicts
(Da Costaet al.
1989).They
werestudied,
fromtheviewpoint
of logicprogramming,
by Blairand Subrahmanian
(Blairand Subrahmanian
1989).KiferandSubrahmanian
haveproposed
generalizedannotated
logicprogramming
anditsapplications
(Kiferand Subrahmanian
1992).Moreover,Subrahmanianhas applied
modified
annotated
logicprogrammingto integrating
knowledge
frommultiple
sources
(Subrahmanian
1994).We havealso proposedannotatedlogicprogramscalledALPSN(Annotated
Logic
ProgramwithStrongNegation),
whichhavea strong
negation,
and shownthattheyprovideannotated
semanticsfor somenonmonotonic
reasonings
(Nakamatsu
and Suzuki1994)(Nakamatsu
and Suzuki1998).
this paper,we introducea new versionof ALPSN
calledVALPSN(Vector
Annotated
LogicProgramwith
Strong
Negation)
whichcandealwithdefeasible
reasoning and has a stablemodelsemantics
(Nakamatsu
and
Abe1999).Defensible
logicsareweU-known
formalizationsof defeasible
reasoning,
however,
someof themdo
not haveappropriate
semantics.
In (Nakarnatsu
and

Step 2 the defeasible theory in Step 1 is translated
into a VALPSN,
Step 3 the stable model for the VALPSN
in Step 2 is
computed,
Step 4 if a conflict is not detected in the stable model
in Step 3, then, END,
otherwise, update each agent’s schedule and back to
Step 1.
This paper is organized as follows : first, we introduce
VALPSN
and its stable model semantics, next, we introduce a Billington’s defeasible logic and showthe translation fromthedefensible
theories
intoVALPSNs,
last,
we describe
howto resolve
conflicts
between
agents
taking an appointment
schedule
problemas an example.

Vector Annotated
Program with Strong

Logic
Negation

Wehave defined formally ALPSNand its stable model
semantics in (Nakamatsu and Suzuki 1994). We de-

2O

scribe only the necessary part of VALPSN
and its stable model semantics, as it is easy to define fully them
by modifying the definition of ALPSNand its stable
model semantics. Generally, a truth value called an annotation is explicitly attached to each atomic formula
of annotated logics. For example, let p be an atomic
formula, # an annotation, then, p : /~ is called an annotated atomic formula. A partially ordered relation is
defined on the set of annotations and the set constitutes
a complete lattice structure. The annotations in vector
annotated logics are 2 dimensional vectors such that
their components are nonnegative integers. Throughout this paper we assume that the complete lattice of
vector annotations

=

o < < m,o<_ __ m,
z, y and mare integers }.

The ordering of this lattice is denoted in the usual fashion by a symbol _. Let ~ = (Zl,yl) and ~ -- (z2,y2).
Then,

In a vector annotated literal p: (i,j), the first component i of the vector annotation indicates the degree of
positive information to support the literal p and the
second one j indicates the degree of negative information. For example, a vector annotated literal p: (3, 2)
can be informally interpreted that p is knownto be true
of strength 3 and false of strength 2. Annotated logics
have two kinds of negations, an epistemic negation(-~)
and an ontological negation(~). The epistemic negation is a mapping between annotations and the ontological negation is a strong negation that appears in
classical logics. The epistemic negation of vector annotated logics is defined as the exchange between the
components of vector annotations,

-71 ~_I I2 -~def (VA E .Bp)(II(A) ~_ I2(A)).
In order to provide the stable model semantics for
VALPSN,we define a function Tp from a Herbrand
interpretation to a Herbrand interpretation associated
with every VALPSNP over ~.

Tp(;)(a) = u{IB1A..-A ~ CiA...A ~
A: ~ is a ground instance of a VALPSN
clause in P and I ~ Ba A... A B,,,A

.,, c1^...^ ~ c,, },
where the notation LI denotes the
Wedefine a special interpretation
tation that assigns the truth value
of Bp. Then, the upward iteration
ator Tp is defined as :

least upper bound.
A to be an interpre(0, 0) to all members
Tp T g of the oper-

TpTO=A
Tp T ~ = U~<~Tp(TpT a) for any ordinals a,
Then, the following well-known results in terms of a
VALP(Vector Annotated Logic Program with no strong
negation) P and the operator Tp hold (Blair and Subrahmanian 1989).
Proposition

1

¯ P has a least modelthat is identical to the least fixed
point of Tp.
¯ Tp T o~ is identical to the least fixed point of Tp.

(i,j) =p:-,(i,j) =p:(Li).
Definition
1 (VALPSN)
If L0,..., Ln are vector annotated literals,

sideration as their domain of interpretation.
A Herbrand interpretation
can be considered to be a mapping I : Bp --* T~. Usually, I is denoted by the set
{p:LJ~[I ~p:~ A... Ap: ~}, where LJ~ is the least
upper bound of {~,...,~}.
The ordering ~_ on T~
is extended to interpretations in the natural way. Let
/1 and I2 be any interpretations,
and A be an atomic
formula.

then,

L1 A .-. A LiA,-, Li+l A -.. A ~ L,, --* Lo
is called a vector annotated logic programclause with
strong negation(VALPSN clause). A VALPSNis a finite set of VALPSN
clauses.
In the rest of this paper, we assume that a VALPSN
P is a set of ground clauses. Wealso assume that
all interpretations
of a VALPSNP have a Herbrand
base Bp(the set of all variable-free atoms) under con-

Weextend the stable model semantics that was proposed in (Gelfond and Lifschitz 1989) for ordinary logic
programs with strong negation to VALPSNs.First,
we describe the Gelfond-Lifschitz transformation for
VALPSNs.
Let I be any interpretation
and P a VALPSN.pZ,
the Gelfond-Li~schitz transformation of the VALPSN
P with respect to I, is a VALPobtained from P by
deleting
1) each clause that has a strongly negated vector annotated literal ~, (C: 6) in its body with I ~ (C:
and
2) all strongly negated vector annotated literals in the
bodies of the remaining VALPSN
clauses.

Since pZ contains no strong negation, due to Proposition 1, it has the unique least model that is given by
Tp1 Tw
Definition 2(Stable Model for VALPSN)
If I is a Herbrand interpretation
of a VALPSN
P,
I is called a stable model of P iff I = Tp: T w.
Example 1
Let p, q, and r be literals,

= ((i,j)[0 < i < 3,0 < 3},
and a VALPSN
P = { q:(3,0),

q:(2,0)A-~p:(0,3)

--* p: (2,

r :(3,0), r:(2,0)^~ p:(3,0)-- p:(0,
If an interpretation

on theright.A rulethatcontains
theatrict
arrow-%
forexample
A --,q,is called
a strict
rule.Theintuition
is thatwhenever
alltheliterals
in A areaccepted
then
q mustbe accepted.
A rulethatcontains
thedeleasible
arrow =~, for example, A =~ q is called a defeasible rule.
If all the literals in A are accepted then q is accepted
provided that there is an insufficient evidence against
q. A rule that contains the defeater arrow-,~, for example, A ~-* q is called a defeating rule or a defeater.
If all the literals in A are accepted then A --* q is an
evidence against q, but not for q. All sets of conflicting
literals are collected into a single set denoted by C. In
this paper, we assumethe conflict set C consists of the
complementarypairs {q, q} of literals for simplicity.
Definition 3 (Defeasible Theory)
A de feasible theory over C is a quadraple (F, C, R, >)
such that F is a set of literals(facts), C is a conflict set,
11 is a set of rules, and > is a superiority relation on R.

I---- {q:(3,0), r:(3,0), p:(2,2)},
then,
pr = {

q: (3,0),

q: (2,0) -* p:(2,0),

r:(2,0)-. p:(O,2)
and Tpt T w = I. Therefore, I is a stable model of P.
The VALPSNP has only one stable model.

Defeasible

Logic

and VALPSN

The alphabet of the defeasible logic(Billington 1997)
the union of the following four palrwise disjoint sets of
symbols.
¯ A nonempty
countable
setof proposition
symbols.
¯ Theset{ --,--*,=~,~*
} ofconnectives.
¯ Theset{ +,-,A,@}of positive,
negative,
definite,
anddefeasible
proofsymbols.
¯ Thesetof punctuation
marksconsisting
of commas,
bracesandparentheses.

Thedefeasible
logichasthefourinference
conditions,
+A, -A, +@, and -@. We comment on the notationsthatappearin theconditions.
Let q be a literal.In a proof,+Aqindicates
thatq is proveddefinitely,
--Aqindicates
thatit is provedthatq cannot
be proveddefinitely,
+@qindicates
thatq is proved
defeasibly,
and-@qindicates
thatit is provedthat
q cannotbe proveddefeasibly.
Let R be any set of
rules.Thesetof strictrulesin R is denoted
by Ro,
and theunionof R, andthe set of defeasible
rules
in R by Rod. The antecedentof any ruler is denotedby A(r)andits consequent
is denotedby C(r).
R[q] =d,y {r]r E R and q = C(r)}. The superiority
relation on R is any symmetric binary relation > on
R. A finite sequence P = (P(1),..-,
P(IPl)) of
literals(+Aq, --Aq, +0q, --0q) is called proof. Anele ment of a proof is called a line of the proof. P(i + 1)
indicates
thei + Ithlineof a proof.
P(I..i)
indicates
theprooflinesfromthefirstoneto theithone.The
fourconditions
of inference
inthedefeasible
logic
are:

+A) If P(i + 1) = +Aq, for someliteral q,
Thenegation
of a proposition
p is denoted
by -~p.The
then either
complement
of theproposition
p is -~pandthecomple.1)
q E F ; or
mentof--pis p.Ifq isanyliteral,
then,
thecomplement
.2)
=It E R,[q],Va E A(r),+Aa E P(1..i).
of theq is denotedby q. The positive
proofsymbol,
+, indicates
thatthefollowing
literal
hasbeenproved.
--A) If P(i+ 1)= --Aq,forsomeliteral
q,
Thenegative
proofsymbol,
-, indicates
thatthefolthen
lowingliteralhasbeenprovedto be unprovable.
The
.1) q~F, and
definite
proofsymbolA indicates
thattheproofof the
.2) Vr E R,[q], 3a E A(r),--Aa E P(1..i).
following
literal
cannotbe defeated
by moreinformation.Thedefeasible
proofsymbol@ indicates
thatthe
+0) If P(i + 1) = +Oq,for someliteral q,
proofof thefollowing
literal
canbe defeated
by more
theneither
information. A rule has three parts : a finite set of lit.1)
+Aq E P(1..i); or
erals on the left, an arrow in the middle, and a literal

.2) All three of the following conditions hold.
.t) 3r ¯ Ro~[ql,Va ¯ A(r),+Oa P(t..i),
.2) -Aq ¯ P(1..i), and
.3) Vs E R[q] either

Defeasible
Theory
definitely
+Aq provable
+Oq

.1) va¯ A(t),+0a¯ P(t..i),
If P(i + 1) = -Oq, for some literal
then either
.1) -Aq ¯ P(1..i) ;
.2) either

q,

.t) vr¯ n,~[ql,aa¯ A(r),-0a
¯ P(t../),

.2) +Aq¯ P(1..i), or
.3) 3s ¯ R[q] such that

.t) va¯ A(s),+0a¯ P(t..i);
.2) Vt ¯ R,d[q] either
.1) 3a ¯ A(t), -Oa P(1..i), or

.z) not(t> s).
Example 2(Genetically Altered Penguin)
This example is taken from (Billington 1997). Those ate
knownthat penguins(p) axe definitely birds(b), that
feasibly birds(b) fly(f), and that defeasihly penguins(p)
do not fiy(-~f).
Suppose a penguin that has large
wings and flight muscles. Such a genetically altered
penguin(gap) might fly(f). Then, a defeasible theory
T capturing this situation is as below.
Suppose that Opus(o) is a genetically altered penguin.
Let T = (F, C, R, >) be the defeasible theory such that
F = {FI},C = {f(o),-,f(o)},
--{R1,R2,R3,R4},
and > is definedby R5 > R4 and R4 > R3.
F1 ; gap(o),
R2 ; p(o)--, b(o),
R4 ; p(o) =~ -~f(o),

R1 ; gap(o)-*
p(o),
R3 ; b(o) =~ f(o),
R5 gap(o) ~* f(o

Weshowintuitive derivations.
From F1,Rl,and R2, we have +Agap(o), +Ap(o), and
+Ab(o). Since R4 > R3, the consequent f(o) of R3
defeated by the consequent -,f(o) of R4. Thus, we
not have +Of(o) and we have -@f(o). Since R5 >
the consequent -~f(o) of R4 is defeated by the defeater
RS. Thus, +O~f(o) cannot be derived by R4 and we
have -O-~f(o).

VALPSN P

de feasibly :
provable

’

: / ~ q:(3,0)

I
I

w
’

= I ~ q:(2,0)

I

I is the stable model of P

.2) t > s.
-0)

==~
i

.t) 3a¯ A(s),-0a¯ e(t..i)
.2) 3t ¯ R,d[q] such that

translation

Figure h Defeasible Theory and VALPSN
The basic ideas of the translation are as follows. We
want to represent the notions of "definite provability" and "de feasible provability" by vector annotations.
Then, if we regard that "definite provability" represents
stronger knowledge about provability than "defeasible
provability", "’a literal q is definitly provable (+Aq)"
can be represented by a vector annotated literal q: (3, 0)
and "a literal q is defeasibly provable (+@q)"can be represented by a weaker vector annotated literal q:(2, 0).
When we translate
a defeasible
theory into a
VALPSN,a superiority relation between conflicting
rules has to be also embedded into the VALPSN.We
want to express the superiority relation by the vector
annotations of consequent literals(heads)
in VALPSN
clauses. Let’s take a simple example. Let
C1; p:(2,0) --* q:(1,0)
C2; r: (2, 0) ~ q: (0,
Roughly speaking, the strength of positive information
on the literal q in the clause C1 is regarded as 1, and
in the clause C2, the strength of negative information
on the literal q is as 2. Then, we recognize that C2 is
stronger than(superior to) C1.
Wedefine the rank of a rule r, rank(r), as an index
of rule strength based on the superiority relation > between conflicting rules.
Definition 4 (rank(r))
Let T = (F,C, R, >) be a defeasible

theory and R

{rl,...,rd.
¯ Foreachruler,(t <i <k), rank(r1)
= 0 or
¯ For each superiority relation ri > rj, if there does not
exist a rule r such that ri > r and r > rj, (1 < i,j <
k), then, rank(ri) = and rank(rj) = -1(1 < i, j <_

k).
Here, we provide a translation from defeasible theories into VALPSNs.
Strict rules, defeasible rules, dereuters, and facts are translated into VALPSN
clauses.
Wehave the relation between the two kinds of provability of the defeasible logic and the satisfiability of
the VALPSN
stable models in terms of the translation
as described in Figure 1.

¯ If a rule ri(1 < i < k) has no superiority relation
the other rules, then, rank(rl) =
Example 3
Suppose the same defeasible theory as Example 2. As
the superiority relation on R is defined as R5 > R4 and

R4 > R3, and there is no superiority relation between
R1, R2, and RS,
rank(R1 ) = rank(R2 ) = 0,
sinceR4>R3,rank(R3 ) = -1 and rank(R4 ) = 0,
sinceRS>R4,rank(R4 ) = -i and rank(R5 ) =
rank(r)
is defined
foreachsuperiority
relation
as definedabove.Therefore,
thedefensible
ruleR4 hastwo
different
rankvalues.
We describe
theoutline
of thetranslation
fromfacts
andthethreekindsof rulesintoVALPSNclauses
based
on thefourinference
conditions
{+A,-A,+a, -0}and
showsome examples.

intoVALPSNclauses.
Although
we consider
onlythe complementary
pairs
ofliterals
asconflicting
literals
forsimplicity,
itisnot
sodifficult
to modify
thetranslation
ruletoallowother
kinds
ofliterals
astheelements
of conflict
sets.
Example 4
Let a defeasible theory T = (F,C,R,>), F -- {a},
C = {q,-~q}, R = {R1;{a} --+ q, R2;{b,,.ba} =~ -~q,
R3;{c}-,* --q},and R3 > R1. Then, rank(R1)= -1,
rank(R2)= 0, rank(R3)O.
Thefacta is translated
into

[Fact]
A factcan be usedto derive+Aq.If the condition
+A.Iis satisfied,
theremustbe a literal
q E F such
that+Aq.Thus,thefactq is translated
intoa vector
annotated
literal
q:(3,0).
[StrictRule]
A strictrulecanbe usedto deriveboth+Aqand+Oq.
LetA --*q be a strict
rule,A={ al,...
,ab} andeach
aj(1_< j _< k) a literal.
Weconsider
thefollowing
two
cases.
Case 1 If the condition +A.2 is satisfied, there is a
strict rule A --* q such that the antecedent A is definitely provable. Thus, the strict rule A -* q is translated into

al:(n,0)^... ^at:(n,0)-- q:(n,0).
Case 2 A strict rule can be also used to derive "defeasibly provable (+0)", if the antecedent of the strict rule
is defensibly provable. Thus, we consider the condition
+0.2 as the derivation of +Oqdue to the strict rule A
--* q. However,we have to consider the defensible reasoning based on the superiority relations as well as the
ease of defensible rules.
[Defeasible
Rule]
LetA=~ q be a defensible
rule,A= { al,...,at
} and
eachaj(1<_ j <__k) isa literal.
Sincedefensible
rules
canbe usedto deriveonly+@q,we cantranslate
the
defensible
ruleA=~q intoVALPSNclauses
in thesame
wayas the Case2 of [StrictRule].
[Defeater]
Theconsequents
of defeaters
cannotbe derived
by the
conditions
q-Aor +O.Theroleof defeaters
is notto
derivetheirconsequents
butjustto defeat
thederivationsby theotherrules.
Thiseffect
is reflected
inthe
translation
ofstrict
rules
anddefensible
rules,
thatisto
say, it is reflected in Case 2 of [Strict Rule]. Therefore, defeaters themselves are not translated directly

a: (3,0).

Thestrict
ruleR1 is translated
into

a:(3,0)
---~q:(3,0),
a:(2,0)A~ bl:(2,0)A
~ c:(2,0)A~ q:(0,3)
--+q:(2,0),
a:(2,0)^~ b2:(2,0)A
~ e:(2,0)A~ q:(0,3)
-- q:(2,0),
a:(2,0)^
~ bl :(2,0)^ c:(2,0)^~ q:(0,3)--*
a:(2,0)A
~ b2:(2,0)Ac:(2,0)A
~ q:(0,3)--~
The defensible rule R2 is translated into
bl: (2, 0) ^ b2: (2, 0)A~ a: (2, 0)^ Nq: (3, 0) --~ q:
Sincethereis no superiority
relation
between
R2 and
R1, we do nothaveto takeintoaccountthe casein
whichthe antecedent
of RI is defeasibly
provable
in
orderto derive+O--qby R2.The defeater
R3 is not
translated
intoany VALPSNclause.
Exumple 5
We consider the same defensible theory T as Example 2. Since RS>R4 and R4>R3, rank(R1)
rank(R2) 0, ran k(R3) = - 1, rank (R4) = 0
-1, and rank(RS) =
Then, we obtuin a VALPSN

P={gap(o):(3,0),gap(o):(3,0)--~p(o):(3,0),
p(o):(3,0)--~b(o):(3,0),
b(o):(2,0)Ap(o):(2,0)A,..,f(o):(O,
--*f(o):(1,0),
b(o):(2,0)A~p(o):(2,0)A,.~f(o):(0,3)
--.1(o):(2,0),
p(o):(2,0)Ab(o):(2,0)A"~oap(o):(2,0)ANI(o):(3,0
--1(o):(0,2),
p(o):(2,0)Agap(o):(2,0)A~,b(o):(2,0)A~f(o):(3,0)
--1(o):(0,1),
p(o):(2,0)A,.~b(o):(2,0)A,.~gap(o):(2,0)
~I(o):(3,0)~f(o):(0,2)}

Let an interpretation
I={ gap(o):(3,0),

othermeeting(d, a) ; an agent a has other meetings on
a date d, where a E A and d E D,

p(o):(3,0),

b(o):(3,0),

f(o):(1,0)}.

chair(m, a) ; an agent a is a chairperson of a meeting
m, where a E A and m E M,

Then, its Gelfond-Lifschitz transformation

golfcompe(d, a) ; an agent a has a golf competition
on a date d, where a E A and d E D.

pZ={ gap(o):(3,0),gap(o):(3,0)-*p(o):(3,0),
p(o):(3,0)
--*b(o):(3,0),
Since the minimal model of P/ is identified with the
interpretation I, it is one of the stable models of the
VALPSNP, and since I ~ gap(o): (3,0), I ~ p(o):
(3, 0), and I ~ b(o): (3, 0), we have +Agap(o), Y F"
+Ap(o), and T ~- +Ab(o). However, I ~= f(o): (3,0),

/ (3,0),

[ f(o): (2,0),

and I -/(o)

(2, 0). Therefore, we have T F- -Af(o), T P -A-~f(o),
Y P -Of(o), and T ~- -O-,f(o) well as sho wn in
Example 2.

Conflict

Eachagent’s
schedule
is represented
by factsandrules
in thedefeasible
logic.
Therearetwokindsofprovabilities,
definite
provability
anddefeasible
provability
in
thedefeasible
logicasshownin theprevious
section.
If
a literal
canbeproved
definitely
ina defeasible
theory,
the literal can be regarded as a definite schedule, and
if a literal can be proved defeasibly, the literal can be
regarded as a defeasible schedule.
R1 ; avail(d, a) ^ d e S =~ part(m,
R2 ; chair (m, a) --* part(m,
R3 ; -avail(d, a) ~ ".part(m, a),
R4; othermeeting( d, a) =~ -avail(d,
R5 ; { } =~ avail(d, a),
R6 ; golf compe(d, a) =~ -,avail(d,
where a E A, m E M, and d E D.

Resolving

Generally, the conflict set in the defeasible logic is defined as a pair of any literals.
For example, suppose
(p,q) is a pair of conflicting literals, there maybethe
superiority relation between defeasible rules, A =~ p
and B =~ q. In such a case, a more complicated translation from the defeasible theories into VALPSNs
is required. However, we have assumed the conflict set is
the complementarypair of literals in the previous section. In this paper, we assumethat conflicts are defined
as conflict sets (the complementarypairs of literals)
defeasible theories.
We consider the following scenario as an example
of conflict resolving between agents in an appointment
schedule problem.

According to the negotiation between the cordinator
and the agents, each agent’s schedule is decided. First
we assume that the agent al has other meetings on both
dates da and d#, the agent a2 has a meeting on the date
dr, and the agent aa has a golf competition on the date
d~, as the initial knowledge. Moreover, there is a superiority relation between the rules, R2 > R1.
Each agent’s initial

knowledge;

There is the set A = {a~,a2,a3} of three agents who
are invitees for meetings. First, the cordinator of the
meetings suggests the dates S = {do, d#} of the meetings M = {ml,m2}, where S C_ D = {dl,d2,...,d=}.
Each agent checks his schedule whether he can participate the meetings on the dates or not and returns the
result to the coordinator. According to the result, the
coordinator convinces some of the agents(invitees)
reschedule. This process is continued untill conflicts
are resolved as shown in Step 1 - Step 4 (Introduction and Motivation).

Fx" = { othermeeting( d=, ax), othevmeeting( d#, al)},
F~" = {othermeeting(d~, a2)},
F3i = {golfcompe(d~, aa)}.

Weuse the following predicate schemata :

Weobtain a defeasible theory (F,C, R, >), where,

Then, if the coordinator suggests the dates S =
{da, d#} for the meetings that each agent is required to
participate, each agent’s knowledge has to be changed
as follows. Wecall this situation the first stage.

Fjx = {doe S, d#e x,
S} u Fj
wherej = 1, 2, 3.

avail(d, a) ; an agent a is free on a date d, wherea E
and d E D,
part(re, a) ; an agent a participates
where a E A and m E M,

1,
F=F11UF21UF.~

c= {{avail(d,
a),-avail(d,
a)},
{part(m,
a), part(m,
a)}},

a meeting m,

R = {RI,-..,Re},
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chair(m~,
aa):(3, 0),
chair(m1,
a~):(3,

R2 > R1, and
a E A,m E M, and dE S.

avail(d,a): (2, 2) A d e S: (2, 0)^ part(re, a) (0, 3) -

We obtain
model/1.

the following

VALPSNP1 and its

stable

part(m,
a):0, 0),

avail(d, a): (2, 0) A d ¯ S: (2, 0)A avail(d, a): (0 , 2)

^~pa.t(m,
a):(0,3)--. part(m,
a):(2,0),
chair(m,
a):(3,0)par
t(m,a):(3,0),

I"1= {othermeeti~g(d~,
al):(3, 0),
othermeeti~g(
de,aa)"(3, 0),
othermeeti~g(d‘.,
a~):(3,
gol/compe(de,
a3):(3, 0),

~ othermeeting(d, a): (2, 0)A golfcompe(d, a) : (2 , 0)

^~avail(d,
a):(0,3)avail(d,a): (2, 0)
where a ¯ A,m ¯ M, and d ¯ D.

da ¯ S: (3,0), e ¯ S:(3, 0),

avail(d,
a):(2,2)^d¯ S:(2,0)^~part(m,
a):
-. ~rtCm,
a)"(1,0),

The stablemodel/2of the VALPSNP2 contains

{avail(d..,
aa):(0,0),
avail(d‘.,
a2):(0,0),
avail(d‘.,
a,):(~,0),
part(~a,aa)
: (o,o),
part(m1,
a2):(3, 0),
vart(ml,aa)
: (2,o),

avail(d, a): (2, 0) A d ¯ S: (2, 0)A avail(d, a): (0 , 2)

~part(m,
a):(0,3) -~part(m,
a)"(2,
chair(m,a): (3, 0) part(m, a): (3, 0)

,,, othermeeting(d, a): (2, 0)^ golfcompe(d, a): (2 , 0)
^ ~ avail(d, a): (0, 3) avail(d, a): (2 , 0)
where a ¯ A,m ¯ M, and d ¯ D.
The stable

model/1 of the VALPSNPa contains

{avail(d‘.,
aa):(0,0), avail(de,
a1): (0,0),
a,):(2,0),
avail(aa,
a2):(0, 0), avail(de,
avail(d‘.,
as):(2,0), avail(d~,
a~):(0,0),
partCml,
al):(0, 0), part(m2,
al):(0, 0),
a2):(~,
wrt(ml,a2)
: (o,o), vart(m~,
partCm~,a~):
(0, 0)}
part(m1,
a3):(2,
The stable model/1 means that the agent a2 and the
agent aa participate the meeting m2 on the date d~ and
the meeting ml on the date d‘., respectively, are defeasible schedules.
At thesecondstage, thecoordinator
negotiate
with
eachinvitee
to participate
themeetings
fromtheabove
information.
To do that,thecoordinator
appoints
the
agentaa and theagenta2 to thechairpersons
of the
meeting
m2 andthemeeting
ml,respectively.
Theseinformation
areaddedtothefactsin thedefeasible
theory
as definite
schedules.
Therefore,
thefactsareupdated
asfollows
:

the following

VALPSNP2 and its

1:’2 = { othermeeting(d‘., al): (3, 0),

other,~eeti,~g(de,
al):(3,0),
othermeeting(d=, a~): (3, 0),
gol.fcompe(de, a~): (3, 0),

In the stable model I~, It becomesa definite schedule
for the agents al and a2 to participate the meetings m2
and ml. However, there is still no meeting scheduled
that every invitee participates. Therefore, the coordinator negotiates with the agents again.
At the third stage, since the agent aa can not participate the meeting m2because of a golf competition
on the same date d~, the coordinator tells the priority
between the appointments to each agent by adding a
superiority relation, R5 > R6 to the defeasible theory.
Then, we obtain the following VALPSN
Pa and its stable model/3.
P~ = {othermeeting(d~, al ) : {3.0},
othermeeting(de, al ) : (3.0},
othermeeting(d‘., a2 ) : {3.0},
gol fcompe(d~, a3 ) : (3.0).

do ¯ S : (3,0), d~ s : (3,o),
chair(m2,aa): (3, 0),
chair(ma,a~.) : (3, 0),

avail(d,a): (2, 2) ^ d ¯ S: (2, 0 )^ part(m,a): (0, 3) part(m, a): (1, 0),
avail(d, a): (2, 0) ^ d ¯ S: (2.0)^ avail(d, a): (0 , 2)

Fa~ = F1~ u {~hair(m~,
al))
F22 = F2a g (chair(ml,a2)
}
We obtain
model/2.

avail(de,
aa):(0,0),
avail(de,
a2):(2,0),
avail(d~,,
aa):(0,
vart(m2,aa)
: (3,0),
part(m2,
a2):(2,0),
vart(m~,
a~):(o, 0)}

~~rt(m,
a):(0, 3)par
t(m,a):(2, 0),

chair(m,a): (3, 0) ---* part(m, a): (3, 0),
stable

~ othermectina(d,
a): (2, 0)^ ,-. gol.fcompe(d,
a): (2,

^,,, avail(d,
a):(0,3)ava
il(d,a):(2,0),
golfcompe(d,a): (2, 0)^ avail(d, a): (0 , 3)
avail(d, a): (2, 0),

goqcomve(d,
a):(2,0)^~avail(d,
a):(3,
avail(d, a): (0, 1)}
where a ¯ A,m ¯ M, and d ¯ D.

d=¯ s: (a,o),de¯ S:(3,
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The stable model I3 of the VALPSN
ida contains

{~vail(do,~1)
(0,
a?.]ail(d~,
o,1):(0,0),
~v~il(d.,
~2)"
(0,
~,,ail(d~,
~a):(2,0),
avail(d.,-3)(2,0),a,aa(d~,
~a):(2,1),
p~rt(ml,
~):(o,
p,..t(m~.,
~):(3,
p~rt(m,,
~2):(3,
part(m~,a2):
(2, 0),
p~rt(~,
aa):(2,
pa~t(,,~,
aa):(2,
In thestable
modelIs,Itbecomes
a defeasible
schedule
fortheagentaa to participate
themeeting
m~.Therefore,
itbecomes
a defeasible
schedule
ora definite
scheduleforeveryagentto participate
themeeting
m2 on the
date
a. d
Theconflict
resolving
process(negotiation)
described
aboveis justone example.Theremay be manysuch
processes.
However,
it seemsdifficult
to decidewhich
process
is bestto resolve
conflicts.
We wouldliketo
propose
a problem
to findthemostefficient
process
to
resolve
conflicts
as a future
work.

Conclusion
We haveproposed
a methodto resolve
conflicts
between
agentsbasedon the defeasible
reasoning
by VALPSN.
We summarize
the advantages
andthe disadvantages
of
themethod.
Advantage
¯ Sincethereis a computing
procedure
forthestable
modelsof VALPSN,it is possibleto implement
in
computers.
We havealready
hadthetranslation
systemfromdefeasible
theories
intoVALPSNsandthe
computing
systemof theirstablemodels.
¯ SinceVALPSNis a sortof paraconsistent
logicprograms, it is easyto dealwithconflicts
in VALPSN,
although
we havenotemphasized
it in thispaper.
Disadvantage
¯ Itisdifficult
todefine
theoriginal
scenario
bydefeasible
theories.
¯ Thetranslation
fromdefeasible
theories
intoVALPSINsis complicated.
If it is computerized,
it takes
longtimeto translate
them.
¯ The computation
of the VALPSNstablemodelsis
notefficient.
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